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Aging and memory effects inb-hydroquinone-clathrate
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The out-of-equilibrium low-frequency complex susceptibility of the orientational glass methanol~73%!-b-
hydroquinone-clathrate is studied using temperature-stop protocols in aging experiments. Although the material
does not have a sharp glass transition, aging effects including rejuvenation and memory are found at low
temperatures. They turn out to be much weaker, however, than in conventional magnetic spin glasses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Disordered and frustrated systems have attracted con
erable attention during the past decade. Much effort in
recent years has been devoted to investigations of the
dynamics in these systems. Structural glasses, magnetic
glasses, and their electrical pendant, orientational glasses
the typical examples of out-of-equilibrium systems. T
most remarkable and common peculiarity of these mater
is physical aging as has been extensively studied in s
glasses1 and also observed in orientational glasses@for in-
stance, K0.989Li 0.011TaO3 ~Refs. 2 and 3!# and disordered fer-
roelectrics@for instance, KTa0.973Nb0.027O3 ~Ref. 4!#.

Recent experiments on the insulating~Heisenberg-like!
spin glass CdCr1.7In0.3S4 showed that spin glasses can ev
memorize some of the features of the way in which the s
tem has been prepared5: Prolonged aging at a constant tem
peratureT1 during slow cooling, a so-called temperatu
stop, causes a dip around this temperature in the temper
dependence of the imaginary part of the magnetic susce
bility upon reheating. Even multiple aging temperaturesTi
can be memorized in a corresponding multi-temperatu
stop experiment.6 Other materials, like an Ising spi
glass Fe0.5Mn0.5TiO3 ~Ref. 7!, an interacting Fe-C nano
particle system~Ref. 8!, and the disordered ferroelectric
Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 ~Ref. 9! and KTa0.973Nb0.027O3 ~Ref. 4!
displayed similar but less-pronounced memory features
these temperature-stop experiments.

Whereas many aging features of disordered material
general and of spin glasses in particular are theoretic
quite well understood on a phenomenological and on
mean-field level,10 the theoretical status for these memo
experiments is less clear. Two ingredients appear to be
portant:~1! A pronounced sensibility of the spin-glass sta
with respect to temperature changes to explain so-called
junvenation effects when the temperature is changed du
aging~sometimes also calledchaosin spin glasses11! and~2!
strongly coupled regions in equilibrated domains who
once-developed correlations are hard to destroy when
temperature is changed and which can serve as nucle
centers when the temperature is raised again to explain
memory effect. Obviously such features are absent in,
instance, pure ferromagnets, which show neither rejuve
tion effects when the temperature is changed during dom
0163-1829/2002/65~14!/144415~4!/$20.00 65 1444
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growth nor memory effects. However, strongly disorder
ferromagnets display a very weak form of memory which
commonly attributed to the reconformation of domain wa
upon temperature changes.12 Loosely speaking one migh
summarize the current status of the theoretical picture as
following: The walls are the glassy objects in random fer
magnets, whereas spin-glass domains behave glassy
whole, in particular because they are most probably fra
objects13 and surface~wall! as well as bulk contributions to
aging effects are comparable. This variation of the stren
with which the materials mentioned above display the ch
and memory effect in aging experiments can be interpre
as an indication of the underlying mechanism for slow rela
ation: The weaker theses effects are, the more approp
might a simple domain growth concept be, like in rando
ferromagnets or random field systems~see, for instance, the
discussion in Sec. II!.

From this viewpoint we discuss in this paper the elect
dipole ‘‘pseudospin’’ glass system methanol (x573%)-b-
hydroquinone-clathrate. It does not have a sharp transi
temperature; glassy features become simply more and m
pronounced as the temperature is decreased, similar to
dimensional magnetic spin glasses,14 which shows strong ag
ing effects at low temperature but do not have a spin-gl
transition. We demonstrate that the clathrate we study e
displays at low temperatures a rejuvenation and memory
fect in one-temperature-stop experiments and also a we
effect in two-temperature-stop experiments. The paper is
ganized as follows: In Sec. II we discuss some of the phy
cal properties of the methanol-clathrate that we studied
Sec. III we present our results on temperature-stop ag
experiments, and in Sec. IV we discuss our findings on
background of the current theoretical understanding of ag
in disordered and glassy systems.

II. MATERIAL

In the b modification the quinol (HO-C6H4-OH) mol-
ecules form a H-bonded rhombohedralR3̄ lattice with nearly
spherical cavities, one per unit cell.15 The methanol gues
molecule residing in such a cavity is bound to the quin
host lattice by weak dispersion forces, only. Therefo
it can reorient relatively freely. At 65 K the methano
(x50.97)-clathrate shows an antiferroelectric transition16

The structure consists basically of ferroelectric chains r
ning along the hexagonal axis which are arranged in sh
©2002 The American Physical Society15-1
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of alternating sign. Samples with a larger percentagex of
filled cavities (x.xc'0.76) show conventional ordering vi
a first-order phase transition, whereas the others (x,xc)
freeze into dipole glasses.

Woll et al.16 have studied the dielectric response as
function of temperature, frequency, and methanol concen
tion. The static dielectric constant along the hexagonac
axis, «cs , shows a strong deviation from the Curie-Wei
behavior already at 250 K. The temperature dependenc
«cs at higher temperatures is well described by the qu
one-dimensional~quasi-1D! Ising model with a couplingJc
to nearest neighbors within the chain and a mean-field in
chain interaction with coupling constantJ' . The coupling
constants are consistent with the electrostatic dipole-dip
interaction, the elementary dipole moments being practic
identical with that of the free methanol molecule. At lowerT,
«cs(T) deviates from the Ising behavior and finally decrea
with decreasingT, indicating the onset of 3D antiferroelec
tric interchain correlations. Such a behavior persists also
samples with lower concentrations of methanol: the st
dielectric constant possesses a broad maximum in the re
of about 55 K. For samples with a higher concentration,
correlations eventually lead to the antiferroelectric ph
transition. For samples with lower concentration the antif
roelectric fluctuations presumably prevent total ferroelec
ordering. Accordingly, in the low-temperature region one c
expect the coexistence of different types of locally orde
regions, i.e., clusters of polar and antipolar types. The die
tric relaxation therefore depends strongly on the dynamic
polarization clusters in an ac field.

As was shown before,16 the relaxation processes are cha
acterized by rather broad distribution of relaxation timest,
which is typical for disordered systems. In Fig. 1 the ima
nary part of the dielectric constant«c9 is shown for frequen-
cies from 0.2 Hz to 200 Hz. In the insert the inverse aver

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the imaginary part of
dielectric constant«c9 . The insert shows the inverse average rela
ation timet21 as a function of 1/T ~determined from the tempera
ture of maximum«c9 for frequencies ranging from 0.1 Hz to
MHz!.
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relaxation time is plotted against the inverse temperature
log-linear plot. The data lie on a straight line, which impli
an Arrhenius law

t21;t0
21exp~2EA /T! ~1!

~with the ‘‘pseudospin’’-flip ratet0
215931010 s21 and an

energy barrierEA5828 K) rather than the Vogel-Fulcher be
havior t21;t0

21exp@2EA /(T2Tvf)# as in many structura
glasses17 or critical slowing downt21;(T2Tc)

zn of spin
glasses.18 In spin glasses the critical temperatureTc at which
the relaxation time diverges is identical to the spin gla
transition temperature at which the nonlinear susceptibi
and hence the spin-glass correlation length diverges. In st
tural glasses the Vogel-Fulcher temperatureTv f can serve as
a lower bound for the strongly cooling-rate-dependent c
cept of a glass transition temperature. Figure 1 tells us
our methanol~73%!-clathrate doesnot show a well-defined
glass transition in the temperature range 25–100 K, the
namics simply gets slower with decreasing temperature
cording to Eq.~1! and this behavior appears to hold for a
parts of the relaxational spectrumg(1/t).16 Early investiga-
tions on dipolar-glasses-favored Arrhenius laws,19 but more
recently there is growing evidence for a Vogel-Fulcher b
havior at least in the low-frequency part ofg(1/t). In this
sense the clathrate differs from other popular examples
dipolar glasses, e.g., Rb12x(NH4)xH2PO4 ~Ref. 20! ~member
of KDP family!, or cubic perovskites, such as K12xLi xTaO3
~Ref. 21!. Nevertheless, the freezing of the dipole mome
of the 73% clathrate is to some part a collective process
discussed in Ref. 16. Not only the crystal field of the cavi
but also the interaction between the dipoles contribute to
Arrhenius barrierEA in Eq. ~1!. As we will demonstrate in
this paper, aging, rejuvenation, and memory phenomena
observable in the aformentioned temperature range.

III. TEMPERATURE STEP EXPERIMENTS

Motivated by recent aging and memory experiments
spin glasses5 we performed such experiments o
methanol~73%!-clathrate using the following temperatur
protocol. First reference curves of«c9(T) are recorded as a
function of temperature at rather slow cooling and heat
(udT/dtu50.1 K/min) and a frequency of 2 Hz. The refe
ence curve at heating is always somewhat lower than at c
ing, thus clearly indicating on an out-of-equilibrium beha
ior. However, if cooling is interrupted for a timeta ~in our
experiment ta'50 ks) at constant temperature, e.g.,Ta
531.5 K, the imaginary part«9 decreases by the effect o
aging ~inset of Fig. 2!. Upon a subsequent cooling«9(T)
approaches its reference value« re f9 at somewhat lower tem
perature of aboutT'25 K ~rejuvenation!. During the next
re-heating the temperature dependence«9(T) shows a little
dip at about the aging temperature. Accordingly, the sys
‘‘remembers’’ its aging temperatureTa ~memory effect!. This
dip disappears in subsequent cooling-heating cycles.

In order to highlight the consequences of isothermal ag
it is quite convenient to present the data as difference
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tween the curves recorded during the second and the
~reference! cooling-heating circles, normalized to the refe
ence curve,@« re f9 (T)2«9(T)#/« re f9 (T) ~see Fig. 2!. One can
clearly see the sequence of the several effects: agingT
5Ta with long-time evolution~see insert in Fig. 2!, the re-
juvenation upon the subsequent cooling, and the mem
effect at further re-heating leading to the broad dip cente
close to the aging temperatureTa . Quite similar behavior
has been recently reported in disordered ferroelec
KTa0.973Nb0.027O3.4

Figure 3 presents so-called double-aging and memory
periment: the cooling process was interrupted twice at
temperaturesTa1531.5 K and Ta2529 K for a time ta1
5ta2550 ks. For both temperatures the imaginary part«9
decreases by the effect of aging. Upon a subsequent coo
one can see rejuvenation, whereas during rehea
@« re f9 (T)2«9(T)#/« re f9 (T) shows a minimum which is
clearly broader than that of the one-stop experiment. T
anomalies which are expected to occur due to the mem
effect are not well separated in our case. The tempera

FIG. 2. Difference@« re f9 (T)2«9(T)#/« re f9 (T). The inset shows
the aging of«9 recorded atTa531.5 K.

FIG. 3. Double-aging and memory experiment in metha
~73%!-clathrate. The dependencee5@« re f9 (T)2«9(T)#/« re f9 (T) vs
the temperature is shown for cooling and heating runs. The coo
run was twice interrupted at the temperaturesTa1531.5 K and
Ta2529 K for the time of about 50 ks in each case.
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interval (DT5Ta12Ta252.5 K) is too small for that, and
additionally, the aging and memory at the lower tempe
tureTa2 are characterized by much weaker anomalies. Si
lar observation of the double-aging and memory effe
was recently reported in Ref. 4 for KTa0.973Nb0.027O3
crystals. By choosing a larger temperature interval betw
the aging temperatures~of about 5 K!, the authors obtained
here two well-separated dips corresponding to the mem
effect.

IV. DISCUSSION

Since spin glasses, in contrast to structural glasses, h
an order parameter, the Edwards-Anderson order param
it appears natural to interpret aging phenomena at low t
peratures in terms of a slowly increasing domain length
indications for this have been found numerically in micr
scopic spin-glass models22 as well as in recent experiments.23

A simple domain growth, however, cannot explain t
memory effect as evidenced in these multiple-temperatu
stop experiments: in spin glasses domains at different t
peratures have to be uncorrelated to some extent, in con
to domains in a ferromagnet, for instance. This feature
often calledchaosin reminiscence of the notion of a finit
overlap length ofequilibrium states in finite-dimensiona
spin glasses.11 In addition to this temperature chaos in sp
glasses to explain the memory effect the once-grown
mains should also not be completely destroyed when
temperature is lowered but should retain one or several
clei at least for times comparable to the aging time at low
temperatures—such an idea was put forward rece
in Ref. 6.

Comparing the outcome of our experiments, in particu
the two-temperature-stop experiments depicted in Fig. 3 w
the corresponding experiments on the insulating spin g
CdCr1.7In0.3S4,5 shows that the aforementioned spin-gla
features, including rejuvenation and memory, are still pres
but much less pronounced. An obvious difference is
course that CdCr1.7In0.3S4 has a clear phase transition at
temperatureTg516.7 K to a spin-glass phase at~and below!
which any relaxation time of the system diverges and be
which the multiple-temperature-stop experiments have b
performed. On the other hand, no indication of a sharp tr
sition can be found in our clathrate, although the relaxat
time below 20 K already exceeds the experimental ti
scales accessible to us. Quite frequently aging propertie
spin glasses at very low temperatures that donot have a
phase transition at finite temperatures—like pseudo-tw
dimensional materials or thin films14—resemble those of rea
spin glasses~i.e., those with a clear phase transition! in the
frozen phase. It is usually assumed that one needs to ha
spin-glass phase for chaos and memory effects to occur.
cording to what we know, the clathrate does not enter int
glassy state in the thermodynamic sense. Nevertheless,
expects glassy dynamics at lowT: the dipoles can be mod
eled as classical spins. The interaction is long ranged
quasiantiferromagnetic within the triangular basal plane. T
dipoles are arranged on a diluted lattice. This leads t
strong frustration of the interactions and hence to a la
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number of metastable states. An extremely slow dynamic
low T is unavoidable. The interesting observation is that
find memory effects in spite of the absence of a spin-gl
phase. Perhaps the clathrate resembles more the disor
dielectric K12xLi xTaO3: Here aging effects can be inte
preted as a simple domain growth of varying speed and
system appears to be more closely related to a random
system rather than a spin glass. Certainly it would be wo
s
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while to scrutinize the details of the microscopic mechani
underlying the aging effects we presented in a more deta
form.
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